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- Josh Mermelstein (Computer Science, Mathematics, 2015)
- SDE intern
- Full-time, 40 hours per week
- Paid

What do you do as an intern at this organization?
I work on the Similarities team writing code and analyzing data.

How did you find your internship?
I googled for Amazon internships and applied on their website.

What do you enjoy most about your internship?
I get to work with exciting data and do work that affects a lot of customers.

What do you find challenging?
There was a sharp learning curve for internal tools and workflows.

What advice would you offer to someone who wants to make the most of an internship like yours?
Read about the Amazon leadership principles and be sure to show in your interview how you embody them.
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With a mission “to be Earth’s most customer-centric company, where customers can find and discover anything they might want to buy online, and endeavors to offer its customers the lowest possible prices,” Amazon.com and other sellers offer millions of unique new, refurbished, and used items in categories such as books; movies; music & games; digital downloads; electronics & computers; home & garden; toys; kids & baby; grocery; apparel; shoes & jewelry; health & beauty; sports & outdoor; and tools, auto & industrial.